
Four Steps of the 
Reading Exercise

1. Full comp. from beginning
2. 2 x speed from beginning
3. 3 x speed from beginning
4. Full comp. from where you left off
(Practice 15min to 30 min/day on Novels.)

Take breaks!
Get your blood flowing!

Food for thought - FRUIT!
JUST FRUIT until NOON = more focus 

and energy!
Avoid:  Sugar, Turkey, Caffeine, Large 
Meals, High Carbohydrate Meals.
Lighter meal = more energy.
Power Naps:  20 minutes or less.
SLEEP -  biggest factor affecting 

concentration and memory!  Get 8 
hrs.

10 day challenge:  8 hrs sleep 
& wake up at the same 

time each day.

  For More 
Energy And Focus

Memory
We Forget 50% - 1hr.

We Forget 80% - 3 days
Increase Retention 30% - by taking 

notes!
Increase Retention 40% - with visuals!

When studying, cover notes and recall 
information.  Recalling correctly 
increases retention tenfold!
Mornings and Nights - best time to 
memorize.

Make Use of 
Wasted Time

    Index Cards --  review 
in the car, on lines, 

between classes.
    Get Paid to Study - find a 
job where you can study 
during slow times.

    Review notes as 
people are entering 

and leaving 
class

  Knowledge 
Is Not Power

It's Potential 
Power.  Taking 
action on 

knowledge is 
power!
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Review Within
   Five Hours

The most powerful search 
engine on the web.  Save 
yourself time on your research 
by finding the right information 
fast.  Includes an option to 
install directly into your web 
browser so it's always

  available.  Use it for free 
at www.octafind.com

without review

with review

Remember
Everything

Remember
Half

Remember
Nothing

1hr  3hr     24hr                5 days               32 days

"When you push 
yourself, you find out the difference 

between the results you're 
producing and what you're truly 
capable of."
 

- Gary

BETTER GRADES IN LESS TIME!TMBETTER GRADES IN LESS TIME!TM


